
Line up the wrestlers at the lines (called "tachiai") at the center 
of the dohyo. Tap the levers to make the wrestlers fight. 
The wrestler that falls outside the dohyo ring, or touches the 
dohyo with a part of its body besides the feet, loses the match.

Pattern: 23 sheets Assembly Instructions: 9 sheets No.of parts: 118

Assembly tip:                             Trace along the folds with a ruler and a used pen 
(no ink)  to get a sharpe, easier fold.

Tools and materials: Scissors, glue,ruler, a used ball-point pen

Mountain fold

Scissors line

Valley fold

Cut in line

Glue spot

Cut out

Caution: Glue, scissors and other tools may be dangerous to young children 
so be sure to keep them out of the reach of young children.

Assembly Instructions

Sumo wrestling game
This sumo wrestling game is a fun game that recreates a match of sumo, the traditional Japanese wrestling sport, with paper. When you tap the 
lever, the "dohyo" (the ring that the players wrestle in) shakes, making the wrestlers move. The wrestlers have very unique expressions, and you 
can choose from big and small types, as well as some original animal wrestler characters! Gather your friends and family, choose which wrestler 
you think is the strongest, and it's "Ready...fight!"

How to Play
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Turn the pieces around so that the color of the window rims 
on A1 and A2 match the color of the bottom, and attach.

Attach each one to 
the upper side as 
you did in step 1.

Assemble the dohyo
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Insert E1 inside.

Attach the four parts to 
the inside of the sides.



Match up the direction.

The dohyo is complete.

The        represents the part number for each wrestler.

There are two 
different colors to 
choose from for 
part L1. 
Use whichever 
one you like.

Align the       marks.

Align the       mark on the body with 
the one on the leg and attach them together.

Assemble the dohyo

Assemble the legs and waist for each wrestler
*The legs and waist are assembled in the same way for each wrestler. Follow the instructions here for the other wrestlers too. 
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See page 4 for how to assemble 
the legs and waist (parts G-L1    3).

The wrestler (bear) is complete.

Assemble the wrestler (bear)
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Wrestler (lion) is complete.

See page 4 for how to assemble 
the legs and waist (parts H-L1    3).

Assemble the wrestler (lion)
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See page 4 for how to assemble 
the legs and waist (parts I-L1    3).

Assemble the wrestler (eagle)

Align the edges of the 
yellow area.

Wrestler (eagle) is complete.
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Parts JK1    4 are used for both the wrestler and the wrestler (large).

There are four different facial expressions to 
choose from. Use whichever one you like.

There are two types of arm poses ("grabbing type" with palms facing in or "pushing type" with palms facing forward).
Assembly step 3 is for the grabbing type (using parts J (K) 7    8). Follow step 4 on the next page if you prefer the pushing type.

Assemble the wrestler, and wrestler (large)
*The wrestler and wrestler (large) are assembled in the same way. These diagrams depict the smaller wrestler.

The parts numbers shown in brackets are the numbers for the wrestler (large).

Bend and curve the arms 
to create a pose to your liking.
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See page 4 for how to assemble 
the legs and waist (parts J (K) -L1    3).

Assemble the wrestler, and wrestler (large)
*The wrestler and wrestler (large) are assembled in the same way. These diagrams depict the smaller wrestler.

The parts numbers shown in brackets are the numbers for the wrestler (large).

Bend and curve the arms 
to create a pose to your liking.

Your wrestler (large) is complete.
(Pushing type arms)

Your wrestler is complete.
(Pushing type arms)

Your wrestler (large) is complete.
(Grabbing type arms)

Your wrestler is complete.
(Grabbing type arms)

There are two types of arm poses ("grabbing type" with palms facing in or "pushing type" with palms facing forward).
Assembly step 4 is for the pushing type (using part J (K) 9). Follow step 3 on the previous page if you prefer the grabbing type.
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